"some herring runs have been blocked by a lack of access to the sea."

Rivers are drying up and aquatic life dying.

[Southeast MA and Ipswich Watershed]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VbcvTISmLA

"If the current drought conditions persist into the late autumn, we worry that juvenile and even adult rare aquatic turtles may be exposed to a much greater danger of death during winter hibernation than usual," said Bryan Windmiller, director of conservation at Zoo New England.

Charles River – toxic algae bloom

More from the Boston Globe
"Cranberry growers worry they won’t have enough water to flood their bogs for the coming harvest....In some cases, crops have already been damaged, with bogs drying out and the ruby-colored fruit dying or shriveling on the vine. Some farms have already run out of water, and others are nearing that point."

“Growers are desperately concerned over water levels,” said Brian Wick, executive director of the Cape Cod Cranberry Growers' Association. “This situation is testing the patience of even the most seasoned farmer.”
- cranberry growers getting smaller crop
- not enough water for harvest and frost prevention
- those that can harvest, more expensive

"May 1, we were actually throwing water away because we had so much of it. But now, the reservoirs and water holes for cranberry growers are beginning to run dry, putting this year’s cranberry harvest in jeopardy. Drought and early frosts are taxing already dangerously low water reserves.... Some growers who were unable to frost protect.... Some growers that won’t harvest this year.... If the berries can be harvested it’s going to be an expensive task. Usually we can flood our bogs via either gravity or with an irrigation pump. This year, we’re going to have to set up portable pumps on the back of a tractor. That’s going to require obviously more labor, the cost of fuel, the pump itself, so it’s going to slow down harvest"
"To meet new irrigation needs, the farm had to spend around $30,000 on new equipment and hire additional workers to meet the labor demands"

"Longview Farm lost nearly a quarter of its corn crop this year due to the drought" which it relies on to feed its cows.

peach picking had to be halted after just two days...Due to the dry conditions, birds flocked to the fruits for their moisture and pecked away.
Producers in the contiguous counties listed below are also eligible to apply for emergency loans:

- New Hampshire: Belknap, Cheshire, Grafton, Rockingham, Strafford and Sullivan
- Massachusetts: Essex, Middlesex and Worcester